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See below for A) icon for Acquisition or Analysis, B) Status bar, C) Acquisition  screen, D) Plot area 

icons, E) Software commands tree  

 

STEP Description 

1. Start Up - Information seen on wall   

- Start up  will take 7 minutes  

- Once started up make sure you are in Acquisition 
mode (see A) and check status bar (B) for information 
about various features  

- See overview of acquisition screen below (C)  

2. Compensation  
 

Storage path: 
user/mydocuments/“quartal 
folder”/PI folder/ “your  folder”  

  
  
  

create comp matrix  
  
  
  

 calculate comp matrix 

-  file/new compensation (or via icon, see left)  

- Choose channels (fluorophores) you want  to use in the 
pop up window  

- Read in data  initializeRun (do not record yet)  

- Place population and peak as wished using “plot 
property “ (the wheel icon upper right on plots)  
Use “auto” to place populations in plots or the “hands”  

- If all placed good record on slow mode  

-  recorded tubes will be marked GREEN (not blue)  

- Calculate compensation  settings/compensation  
calculation or icon (see left)  

- Save the comp file in your folder  
 

3. Experiment set up  
  
Storage path: 
user/mydocuments/“quartal 
folder”/PI folder/ “your  folder” 
 

  
 

- Choose from pop-up window an old experiment or 
make a new one : File>>>open…experiment 

- choose the channels (fluorphores) you want to use 
under settings/set channels  

- add one or more tubes  

- create plots (and gates)  

- have the plot properties open by clicking on the wheel 
on the upper right of a plot 

- have acquisition settings open to change/monito 
channel gains : Cytometer>>>Acq setting 

 

4. Experiment/Acquisition  
  
  

 use comp    
matrix 

 
 

Show hierarchy 
  

  

 

- Open your experiment  

- Read (not record) in data  

- Use properties and hands to place peaks and 
populations  

- Apply compensation to first tube (mark tube and click 
icon as seen to the left)  

- Use the option which is marked (pop up window) 

- Apply the matrix on other tubes  

- Record all data  

- Make appropriate gating hierarchy  

- Show gating hierarchy via icon (see left)  

- To “all events” or “one population” right click on plot 
headline and choose  

- Record your data  
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- If needed, save your experiment as a template  

NOTE: hierarchy (and statistics) will change depending what 
you will se in the plot 

5. Statistics 
 

- Press statistics icon to get statistics 

- right click into statistics window to open a pop up 
window to refine statistics by 

6. Export 

 

- Export your data as .fcsfile, file/export fcs file 

-  Export your data as pdf (e.g. batch export to pdf file) 
See icon left   

7. Shut down As seen ”on the wall” 

 

 A)  

  

B)  
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C) 
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D)  
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E)  

  


